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LIST OF EXPANSION PACK #1 CHARACTERS - FOR THE 
HOST 

There are 7 unique players – all gender flexible. They may be 
played in any order, any combination.  

CHARACTER BRIEF BIO SUGGESTED ATTIRE 

DAL KREAGAN 
 

Charleston, South Carolina 
 

Optional 

Dal Kreagan’s not the most experienced crime 
scene investigator, but s/he’s proven to be a 
remarkable sleuth, nonetheless!  Dal’s the 

youthful private eye from South Carolina who 
inherited a successful PI agency a few years ago. 

Tenacious & ultra-discreet, this investigator is 
called upon by the Charleston Police Department 

when they get stumped! 

Lab coat and any 
type of 

investigation tools 
- notepad, latex 
gloves, forceps, 

etc. 

INSPECTOR NORSE 
 

Honolulu, Hawaii 
 

Optional 

Known for being an excellent profiler, Inspector 
Norse is very driven yet unpredictable.  Having 

escaped a near-death experience during an 
investigation, this inspector’s past seems to have 
enabled an uncanny sight through a killer’s eyes! 
There’s not much that gets by this super sleuth!  

All black attire with 
a black jacket that 
says ‘Forensics’ or 

‘CSI’ on it.   

MAX 
MARPEL 

 
New Orleans, Louisiana 

 

Optional 

This unconventional DNA analyst from New 
Orleans is great to have by your side when you 

need help solving a case!  Max Marpel can solve 
the most complex cases involving DNA - and in 
record time!   However, Max is ruthless, intense, 

and prefers to work alone. 

Lab coat and any 
type of tools - 
notepad, latex 

gloves, forceps, 
etc.  Hair ruffled up 

a bit.   

ADDY DANGLISH 
 

Rome, Italy 
Optional 

This morose biochemist from Rome would rather 
watch paint dry than engage in a meaningful 

conversation with anyone.  Addy Danglish is a 
talented investigator who often hums a solemn 
tune while staring blankly at the wall.  Those 

closest to Addy claim s/he’s a genius and prefers 
to ponder deep thoughts over idle chit-chat. 

Lab coat and any 
type of 

investigation tools 
- notepad, latex 
gloves, forceps, 
etc.  Hair slicked 

straight back. 

CORDON GREY 
 

Toulouse, France 
 

Optional 

Cordon Grey is the questioned document 
examiner who lives life at top speed.  Nothing 

slows down this fast-talking French CSI. Cordon is 
the ambitious child of a police chief and a 

S.W.A.T. officer and was sleuthing crimes by the 
age of three. Cordon is seriously addicted to the 

thrill of the chase while in the midst of an 
investigation. 

Lab coat and any 
type of tools - 
notepad, latex 

gloves, forceps, 
etc.  Optional 

props are any type 
of plant 

specimens. 
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ROSSY PANNER 

 
Hobart, Tasmania 

 
Optional 

This player may be 
expanded to up to 15 

Panner Agency 
Detectives.  

Rossy Panner is a latent fingerprint examiner and 
the wealthy owner of an international private 

investigative agency in Hobart, Tasmania called 
The Panner Agency.  This agency is a group of 
elite investigators for hire. Internationally called 
upon, this group can find needles in haystacks!  
The Panner Agency are known for solving cold 

case files as they have the best techniques, some 
of the best forensic minds, and definitely the most 

expensive equipment in the world to aid their 
investigations! 

Very trendy and 
ritzy-looking 

detective attire - 
i.e. a rich-looking 
Sherlock Holmes 

costume.  Optional 
business cards for 

‘The Panner 
Agency’ as props. 

HETNEY WINTHROP 
 

Acapulco, Mexico 
 

Optional 

Hetney Winthrop is the most gentle and 
appeasing firearm and tool mark investigator you’ll 

ever have the pleasure of meeting.  Hetney is a 
perfect role model and an avid philanthropist -  
giving as much time and money as possible to 
various charity organizations.  There is nothing 
that Hetney wouldn’t do for a friend…or even a 

stranger! 

Lab coat, a 
sombrero and any 

type of 
investigation tools 
- notepad, latex 
gloves, forceps, 

etc. 

 
 

For more information about your game, head over to 
yourmysteryparty.com/csimystery  

 
How to host a large party with the CSI mystery:  

• 15 unique players from the main game 
• 15 expanded team players with Dakota Tracey from the main game 
• 7 unique players from expansion pack #1 (purchased separately) 
• 15 expanded team players as Panner Agency Detectives from expansion pack #1  

Total players: 22 unique roles and 30 expanded team roles = over 
50 invited guests!  

 

https://yourmysteryparty.com/csimystery

